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          Thoughts on Communication 

Welcome to the May newsletter. Over the last few weeks I’ve been having thoughts about communication 
and how humans interact generally. Based on what I’ve read, observed or just thought about I’ve decided to  
document these in the hope that they may contain a couple of useful nuggets for people that work in a  
vocation where effective communication is important. 

 Remote or Telehealth is very useful but rarely as good as face to face. Vital in times of contagion and 
great for overcoming the obstacles of distance and disability, but we shouldn’t kid ourselves that it is  
optimal. I’ve always preferred delivering training in person rather than remotely whenever possible. In a  
remote scenario we miss out on all the visual communication cues, (like the bored expression of the training 
recipient) but also some more subtle stuff around human interaction and connection. You could argue that a 
lot of societal divisions that have emerged lately may well be down to people’s interaction on social media 
platforms. We communicate a lot more often at a much shallower level. There’s an intangible human  
element that’s missing in remote discourse, at the very least we have to work a little harder to compensate 
for it.  

 When informed of something, people go straight to the worst scenario. GPs would be well aware 
that when they relate some information with potentially negative implications to a patient, they often lose 
that patients attention as their mind wanders immediately to worst case outcomes. But it may not just be 
patients that do this. I sometimes experience a similar scenario when introducing new software functionality. 

 My view:    Explain change (e.g. escripts)  Outline potential benefits      Flag possible pitfalls  

 GP Hears:   Ian explains escripts   Blah, blah, blah, blah     Ian flags inevitable problems 

I don’t know what to do about this. Reversing the order of pros and cons might be one thing, but holding the 
good bits back feels risky too. (I should also bear in mind that I’m talking to a group of people that have had 
to weather an awful lot of change in the last year or so, and possibly have change fatigue as a result) 

 People remember losses far more acutely than wins. Related to the previous situation, I have heard it 
said recently that people remember their losses and concessions, far more readily and with more intensity 
than they do their wins and positive outcomes. People often recall the one time things failed, and completely 
disregard all the times things went smoothly. There is possibly an underlying belief that life should be a  
relative walk in the park. The reverse might be true. 

 Be Precise in your speech. Gleaned from a well known psychologist, this is a bit of a favourite. Being 
precise and careful with your words, to me at least indicates a genuine deep knowledge of the subject 
matter, at the same type conveying that you respect the listener enough to offer a high quality answer.  

 Your 1000th time, their 1st. A hero of mine is a musician who sometimes gets asked how he copes 
with singing some of the same songs show after show for years on end. His answer is that somewhere out 
there in the audience is a boy or girl coming to their first show, or at least seeing him live for the very first 
time. That’s who he thinks about when playing, and that’s where his energy and motivation comes from. So 
as a clinician, remember the information may be humdrum and routine to you, it may well be a lot ‘bigger’ to 
the listener  

 If you know your subject well you can relate it with a light touch. Another favourite of mine, if you 
are super comfortable with the subject, you can afford to convey it with touches of humour. We should  
never underestimate how sharing a laugh with someone can banish all sorts of nervousness and reservation. 
I doubt if there’s a more effective way of quickly connecting with someone than making them laugh. 
Of course it must be said that we live in fairly fraught times, so if you want to be 100% safe, don’t try to be 
funny! 

 Don’t use jargon to non-peers. It’s an old chestnut, but it’s worth repeating. I am absolutely guilty 
 myself sometimes, and in turn clinicians talking to me occasionally forget that I’m not one of them. 
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 Don’t talk too fast. Pause for irony,  just when I think I don’t do this someone reminds me that 
I definitely still do. Whilst sometimes I adjust to navigate a shorter than expected time with someone,  
the key thing is to try and ascertain the listeners overall comfort or familiarity with the topic. 
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 Thoughts on Communication continued.. 

  Some people do just want the executive summary, but it’s hard to resist the need to at least mention 
some basics along the way. 

 When I first started working in this area, many years ago, my mentality was that given a brief session 
with a GP, I would try to score as many points as possible with the hope that the GP would consider that   the 
working relationship was worth maintaining. Of course going for quantity, impacted on the quality of the  
communication in terms of speed. At it’s worst speaking too quickly is sometimes a giveaway that the speaker 
is not well versed in the subject matter and does not want to risk exposure by lingering. I would have to  
concede that ever so occasionally I have caught myself doing this when  there has been a facet of a topic that 
I’ve been a little unsure of. 

 Don’t be scared to say you don’t know! I imagine this suggestion may be problematic for GPs, who I’m 
sure are often expected by their patients to know all of the answers about everything medical. So it may not 
be a good fit for that scenario. Having said that, personally, once I’ve decided that someone is reasonably or 
very knowledgeable, an admission of not knowing something generally builds my trust in that person. It tells 
me that they are more about accuracy than ego, and they would rather admit ignorance than mislead me or 
give me potentially faulty information.  It’s definitely a case of less is more of course, a form of honesty  
hopefully only required occasionally. 

 Get Physical. If you are the sort that uses their hands a lot when communicating, don’t fight it. For me 
a demonstrative speaker conveys their interest and enthusiasm in what they are telling you. Energy and move-
ment help grab the attention and keep it.  

 Assume the person you are speaking to knows something that would be helpful to you.   Another one 
lifted from a prominent psychologist. It takes real self-discipline to turn down the volume on your inner 
thoughts and carefully listen to what someone is saying to you. I doubt I manage this too often and I tend to 
believe only a small percentage of the population are really good listeners. Hopefully this small group includes 
most mental health practitioners and therapists. As a clinician, listening really carefully to the patient may  
result in an insight that modifies your treatment strategy. Sometimes it might be picking up on the thing that 
isn’t said. Listening to your IT training/support guy can sometimes be very useful too! 

 Conclude the conversation by summarising what the plan is or what you’ve agreed to. I really like 
this, it does inevitably involve some repetition, but experience has taught me that repetition is a useful form 
of emphasis. Bringing it all together and restating the key points or ‘takeaways’ is the same as a summary at 
the end of a written essay. You are bringing the important bits back to the fore, and (in a clinician-patient  
scenario) it may well be a good way to signal that the consult is concluding.  

 I apologise if all this is outside my usual scope and not what people may want to read about in this 
newsletter. But there is a widely held, justifiable belief that IT types often lack the ability to communicate 
properly with other human beings. As least you know this one thinks about it from time to time. 

  

 

Security Tip:   - You can mark a file as confidential so that only the patient’s usual GP can access it 
   - You can override this with the Access Override password, (hopefully known to the pm) 
   - If you have the Change Confidentiality Status permission enabled you can remove this 
      confidentiality setting via the Patient Details screen (e.g. right-click in Appointment book) 
   -  If a staff member has the permission enabled to edit the User Details, they can give 
      themselves this permission! 

Bottom line: Set or know what your Access Override password is, and be careful who you give 
User Details permissions to, ideally only PM and principal Drs.  Staff members who attend the practice 
 they work at as patients will appreciate this. 
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 I created a little work for myself  this month by checking my specialists ereferral listing with other 
sources and seeing if I was missing any changes. I contacted a bunch of specialists and happily they all  
responded in pretty quick order. You may want to make the following changes to your address books. 
 

Dr Andrea Jopp-McKay  Launceston Dermatology Dermatology   launderm (N) 

Dr Shams Padinharakam Specialist Care Australia Medical Oncology  welldayh (N)  

Dr Gregory Keir   L’ton Resp & Sleep Cntr Respiratory physician  lresleep  (N) 

Dr Shannon McCarthy   “   Endocrinology   lresleep  (N) 

Dr Tze'Yo Toh   Launceston Eye Institute Ophthalmology  launeyei Delete (N) 

Dr Dean Cugley    "   Ophthalmology  launeyei (N)  

Dr Robin Abell (v)   "   Ophthalmology  launeyei (N) 

Mr Tony Patioiotis  Charles Clinic   General Surgery  heartctr Delete (N) 

Dr Sam Lovibond   “   Cardiology   heartctr Delete (N) 

Dr Greg Hasking   “   Cardiology   heartctr Delete (N) 

A/Prof David Platts   “   Cardiology   heartctr Delete (N) 

Dr Stewart Healey   “   Cardiology   heartctr (N) 

Dr Suneet Kholi   “   General Medicine  heartctr (N) 

Dr Jacqueline Brown  Hobart Women's specialists Gynaecology   bwtsurge (S) 

Dr Penny Blomfield   "   Gynaecological Oncology bwtsurge Delete (S) 

Dr Lisa Turner    "   Gynaecological & Obstetrics bwtsurge Delete (S) 

Dr Michelle Williams   "   Paediatrics   bwtsurge Delete (S) 

Dr Stephen Nicholls  Tasmanian Eye Clinics  Ophthalmology  taseyecl Delete  (S) 

Dr Sunit Sarkar   Icon Cancer Clinics  Medical Oncology  iconhobm (S) 

Dr Kerryn Atwell  Hobart Paediatric Group Paediatric Medicine  hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Ahmad Mohamad   "   Paediatric Medicine  hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Victoria Carter   "   Paediatric Medicine  hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Emily Cripps    "   Paediatric Medicine  hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Jason Westwater   "   Psychiatry   hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Sue Keating    "   Gynaecology and Obstetrics hobpaedg (S) 

Dr Sue Keating   Hobart OBGYN   Gynaecology and Obstetrics hobartog Delete (S) 

Dr Frank O'Keefe   "   Gynaecology and Onstetrics hobartog Delete (S) 

Dr Michael Thomson  Hob Cardiology and Medical  Endocrinology   hcardiol (S) 

Dr Elena Jackson   "   Endocrinology   hcardiol (S) 

Dr David Feng    "   Resp and Sleep Medicine hcardiol (S) 

Dr Mathew Reynolds  Hobart Private Suite 5  Rheumatology   gkirklnd (S) 

Dr Deborah Speden   "   Rheumatology   gkirklnd (S) 

Dr Deborah Speden  Rheumatology Tasmania Rheumatology   jzrheuma Delete (S) 

Dr Mahmood Al-Majmuei  "   Rheumatology   jzrheuma Delete (S) 

Dr Wun Yee Lau   "   Immunology and Allergy jzrheuma Delete (S) 

Dr Adam Maundrell   "   Rheumatology   jzrheuma Delete (S) 

Dr Adam Scott-Charlton  "   Rheumatology   jzrheuma (S) 

Dr Michael Thomas   "   Pain Medicine   jzrheuma (S) 

Dr Heath Adams  (also) Calvary Cardiac Centre Cardiology   chctlvcs (S) 

Dr Carla Francesconi   St John's Sessional Suites Rehabilitation Medicine chctlvcs (S) 

Dr Tobias Evans  General Surgery  General Surgery  chctlvcs (S) 

Dr Luke Galligan  Calvary Cardiac Centre  Cardiology   chctlvcs Delete (S) 

Dr Paul MacIntyre    "   Cardiology   chctlvcs Delete (S) 

      PTO 
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  Address book changes continued 

Dr Richard Yu   Calvary Specialists  Renal Medicine/Nephrology chctlvcs Delete (S) 

Dr Lucy Madebwe  St John's Sessional  RehabilitationMedicine chctlvcs Delete (S) 

Dr Warren Jennings-Bell Rehabilitation Medicine RehabilitationMedicine chctlvcs Delete (S) 

Dr Michael Jones  Calvary Surgical Suite  Radiation Oncology  chctlvcs Delete (S) 

 

 Some of you may be tired of maintaining address books for ereferral, especially MD users where the 
process is no fun at all. If so, you may want to consider the next level ereferral option that has been available 
for quite a while via Healthlink Smartforms. 

 These Smartforms have come bundled with both MD and BP for a few years now with added referral  
destinations making them a more attractive method in recent times. The content evolution has looked some-
thing like this: 

  A few years ago  -Referral to Australian Hearing 

  Late 2019   - My Aged Care Referral Newsletter 

  Dec 2019  - Private Specialists via Cervin Media Directory  Newsletter 

  April 2020  - PHT proof of concept project for 3 THS Hospital Clinics  Newsletter  

  1st Qtr 2021  - PHT added a further Specialist directory and some Allied Health Provs 

  2nd Half 2021 - PHT apparently adding more AH and possibly further THS clinics 

 
 I’ve referenced  how to access Smartforms previously, once you reach the menu it looks like this. 

 

 Key:      PHT directory search containing specialists and a a number of Allied Health Providers 

       Cervin Media directory containing Private specialists, local and interstate 
       (ereferable and manual) and more detailed profile Information.   

         My Aged Care and THS clinics referral options.  
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 Continued.. 

 Regardless of the referral destination, you fill out a form type document, click a submit button and the 
document is sent.  The healthlink address is built into the form, so no address book entry is required. 

 I’m aware that several practices have used this method for THS clinic referrals, and some enlightened 
types have enjoyed using the My Aged Care Referral. I just haven’t really seen any evidence of practices  
using the Specialist/Allied Health referral options.  Additionally, I don’t have access myself so I am unable to 
test these things so that I can promote them with 100% conviction. But I’d love practices to start trying these  
Specialist/AH referral methods. 

 The document produced using this method is something akin to a pdf file, whereas what most  
practices are currently used to is creating and sending a text document. One great advantage of these forms is 
the ability to attach a multitude of document formats to the referral. From a THS referral point of view at the 
very least the referrals arrive at the hospital via a secure electronic system rather than a bit of paper on a fax 
machine. The superior document format means that the specialists need to be running modern clinical soft-
ware to receive it. As some of the Allied Health providers are not running full featured software, they have a 
subscription to a web based program called My Healthlink Portal in order to receive these messages.  

 I’m happy to talk to my customers further about this, and I imagine the practice support team at  
Primary Health Tasmania would welcome any enquiries. I would encourage practices to push the envelope 
here and give these things a try.  I would also strongly advise that if there are any issues with these forms, 
make some noise and insist that problems be fixed sooner rather than later. If organisations want you to  
participate in their project, then demand that they furnish a quality product.  

 

 One thing that I have under-represented in BP over the years is the To-Do list, which is accessible by 
hitting the F6 key. 

 I generally thought that there were enough reminder/action prompts in BP without throwing in  
another one. But really this is useful because: 

    a) It is very quick to bring up, from most screens in BP either by using F6 or looking under 
        the Utilities menu and  

   b) Because it is totally personal, the note doesn’t appear anywhere else at all apart from 
        in that Users To-Do list. It won’t be visible in the Patient record and it won’t be an item 
        that is outstanding on anyone’s list. 
  
It doesn’t have to even relate to a patient. Give it a look if you want a quick personal reminder facility in BP. 
 
  Vaccination Hot Tip:  Go into any patient record in BP, key Ctrl-F1 and you 
      will see the input screen for an Influenza vaccination.  
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  In my opinion, one of the usability ‘fails’ in MD is the fact that when you open a patient record, you 
have to click multiple prompt or reminder type dialogues, before you can begin working in the record. You 
could throw a ‘tanty” and disable all the prompt settings you can find, but really it’s not the information 
that’s the problem, it’s how and when it is presented. And as a GP I’m sure,….well fairly sure, you wouldn’t  
want to miss an important reminder. 

 So what if you could trade these:       For this 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 That’s correct, you can trade those 6 click away dialogues for a neat panel displayed in the MD 
 sidebar. You can click on any of the sidebar entries to see the extended information. All you need to do to 
accomplish this is to ensure that the Clinical Prompts widget is installed, and that you run the sidebar in it’s 
maximised rather than minimised position. You accomplish that by clicking on the small pushpin   icon  
 so that it is in the vertical rather than horizontal  position. If you have previously turned the Sidebar off com-
pletely, you can reinstate it by going to Tools..Options..Clinical from the front screen in MD  and ticking the 
box next to Show Sidebar. 

 If you don’t see the orange Clinical Prompts widget on your sidebar, click on the settings or cog icon 
and select Add/Remove widgets 

 

 

 

 

 Actually GPs are often running sidebars with widgets they never use. If I was a GP and not accessing 
the telehealth functionality, the only widgets I would have in my sidebar would be the Fact Sheets and the 
MD Clinical prompts, I would remove all the other visual clutter. Anyway, I reckon I may have saved 
 GPs 100 odd clicks a day. What to do with that gain?  Mark off recalls, flag results as notified……... 
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The Widget Palette is displayed. Not super intuitive for 

mine, but basically widgets with         in the top corner are 

installed in your sidebar and can be removed by clicking 

the red minus. Widgets with       can be added to your side-

bar by clicking the blue plus. Click close when done. 
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 Sometimes we can take things for granted. The PenCat tool has been freely available to General  
Practices in Tasmania since 2008, believe it or not. It’s been funded by Primary Health Tasmania and it’s  
previous incarnations for all of that time. It’s always been my favourite software to demonstrate to people, 
but even I sometimes forget about the raft of functionality that has been added to the program over the last 
decade or so. During a tutorial the other day I was reminded of the reporting around various vaccines and 
screening protocols. This program really does give you an opportunity to “own” your patient database and 
be highly professional in identifying opportunities for keeping patients healthier. 

 Hot on the heels of this thinking, there have been a couple of updates this month, with some  
excellent functionality added in the area of influenza vaccinations.  The three new reports are: 
 

 Influenza Cohort by immunisation MBS fee 

 Influenza Timeline Vaccine cover 

 Influenza Vaccination by Patient Group 
 

 I’m not immediately aware of the utility of the MBS report, and the timeline one becomes useful at 
the end of the year when you can anticipate your vaccine quantity requirements for next year by charting 
the  immunisation activities of the current year. My clear favourite is the one that details the patients that 
are recommended and/or funded by the National Immunisation Program (NIP) along with their vaccination 
status for the current calendar year.  

 

The three categories of patients covered are: 

     Strongly recommended and covered by NIP 

     Strongly recommended but not covered by NIP  

     Recommended but not covered by NIP. 
  
 The above graph looks pretty lame because it was taken from a practice that hadn’t commenced flu 
vaccinations yet. In the normal course of events the green bars would obviously be a lot bigger. 

 For the business focus they have also added a report that shows Covid vaccinations given alongside 
Item numbers charged and actual revenue generated. This is a new style of report for PenCat in that it  
focusses on actual revenue analysis rather than, say eligible patients. See here for more details. 

 Also added to PenCat during the last month are: 

   A new Risk Factor filter for patient’s who have a fracture in their Medical History 

   A Bone Density Scan (Dexa) report available under the Screening tab.  (PTO Graphic) 

 I don’t want to sound like a naïve idealist, and I know that funding these targeting activities is always 
a challenge,  but given that practices are now really quite good with their data entry , tools like this one 
really do allow you to be more proactive with the healthcare of your community. 
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 Dexa graphic referenced on previous page.        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PenCS have also updated their TopBar programme this month with an app that alerts you to a  
patient’s flu vaccination and eligibility status. The app alerts you along the same lines as the previously  
mentioned PenCat reports, namely patients that are funded by NIP and/or recommended. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 On the down side, the little red “alert” number didn’t appear on top of the app consistently in my 
system. But clicking on it generates what I consider to be a nicely laid out and useful information screen. 

The goodies on display are: 

 The patient’s funded/recommended status 

 The criteria used for NIP eligibility 

 The impact on your PIP QI data measures 

 The patients flu vaccination history 

 A downloadable influenza information sheet  

 There is also a link to Proda if you want to check their AIR details, but you don’t care about that  
because you know that far and away the easiest way to check that is through the MyHR. You know that 
right?......seriously, ……...you know that!  Of course, if the patient is part of the 10% that doesn’t have a 
MyHR, then yes you can jump into Proda. 
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